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INTRODUCTION 
LET M BE a compact complex analytic manifold. A family of deformations of M consists of a 
proper holomorphic mapping ~- :m~B where m and B are complex manifolds, B has a 
distinguished point 0 ~ B, ~r has everywhere maximal rank, and an isomorphism: i: M-~ 7r-t(0). 
In [7], Kodaira and Spencer define a map (Kodaira-Spencer map): 
A: T(B)o~H'(M, OM) where T(B)o is the tangent space to B at 0, and OM is the sheaf of 
germs of holomorphic vector fields on M. The manifold M is said to be unobstructed if there 
exists a family ~:m~B such that the Kodaira-Spencer map, A: T(B)o-->H'(M, OM) is an 
isomorphism. In this case the family ~-: m ~ B is unique (at least locally over a neighborhood of 0 
in B) and versal in the sense that every family of deformations of M is (locally) induced from the 
family ~: m ~B.  A fundamental problem in the theory of deformations of compact complex 
analytic manifolds is that of finding intrinsic geometric onditions on M which determine 
whether or not M is obstructed. The best result in this direction is the theorem of 
Kodaira-Spencer[7] which states that M is unobstructed if H2(M, OM)=0. This condition, 
however, is far from being necessary as may be illustrated by many examples. In fact, obstructed 
manifolds appear to be something of a rarity among known examples. 
In particular, one may ask which complex surfaces are obstructed. The first such examples 
were due to Kas [5] where he showed that many elliptic surfaces are obstructed. More recently 
Burns and Wahl [2] have exhibited many new examples of obstructed surfaces by showing that if 
S is a resolution of a hypersurface X C p3 with "sufficiently many" ordinary double points, the S 
is obstructed. In both examples, S is a resolution of a normal surface with ordinary double points, 
or equivalently, S contains a nodal curve (i.e. a nonsingular rational curve C with C2= -2). 
The purpose of this paper is to find a necessary condition that a surface S which contains 
nodal curves, be obstructed. Let CC S be a nodal curve. We associate to C a nonzero 
cohomoiogy class 0 = 0c E H'(S, Os), where 0 is well-defined up to a multiplicative constant. 
(What we actually define is a l-dimensional subspace). By Serre duality the primary obstruction 
[0, O] E H2(S, Os) defines a linear map: 
a : H°(S, list(K)) ~ C. 
We give the following description of a:  
Let ~ E H°(S, l)s'(K)). In a sufficiently small neighborhood of C, we may write ~ = to ® dp 
where ¢ is a non-vanishing holomorphic 2-form and to is a holomorphic 1-form. Then do = f~,  
where f is a holomorphic function defined in a neighborhood of C. Since C is compact, f is 
constant on C and assumes the value f(C). Our main result is: a(~)= f(C). 
As a corollary, we obtain the following criterion for obstructions: Let ,r: S~X be a 
resolution where X has no singularities other than ordinary double points. We may define 
sheaves [Is'(K) = fls'®~Ts(K) on S, and similarly we may define I),'(K) on X. Then we prove: 
If 7r*: H°(X, flx'(K))--* H°(S, fls'(K)) is not an isomorphism, then S is obstructed. 
In §6 we use this criterion to describe many new examples of obstructed surfaces which 
include the elliptic surfaces of [6]. We also use our criterion to prove a result of Burns and 
Wahl [2]. 
tThis work was partially supported by N.S.F. grants GP-29697 and GP-34785X. The author was an Alfred P. SIoan 
Foundation Fellow during the preparation f this work. 
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§1. LOCAL COORDLNATES 
Let S be a nonsingular complex analytic surface, and let C C S be a nonsingular rational 
curve with C 2=-2 .  We shall refer to C as a nodal curve on S. It is known ([3]) that a 
neighborhood of C in S is unique; i.e. if C'C S' is another nodal curve, then there exists 
neighborhoods W of C in S and W' of C' in S' and an analytic isomorphism ¢k: W~ W' such 
that 4~(C) = C'. In particular, let S be the total space of a line bundle of degree -2  over P', and 
let C C S be the zero section. S may be covered by two open sets U---C 2c~,~ and V-  C ~..~ 
where the "change of coordinates" is described by the equations: 
uv = 1, ~ = v2"c, "c = u2~. 
C Iq U is defined by ~" = 0, and C f'l V is defined by ~- = 0. A hermitian form is defined on the 
bundle S by the function h where: 
h =(l+lul2)l~l, (u,~) ~ u, 
(1 + Ivl~)l~,l, (v, ~) ~ v. 
A fundamental system of neighborhoods of C C S is then given by W, = {h < ¢}. 
PgoposrnoN 1.1. Let S be a nonsingular complex analytic surface, and let C C S be a nodal 
curve. Then there exists a neighborhood IV, o[ C in S such that IV, = U, U V, where: 
u,--- {(u, ~) ~ c=l(1 + lu12)1~'1 < ~}, 
v,---{(v, ~) ~ c21(1 ÷lvl~)l~l <,1  
and the coordinate change is given by: 
UV = 1 ~ = v2r, ~" = uZ(. 
C may be "blown down" to an ordinary double point. To be precise, let Z C C~x.,.z~ be defined 
by z2-xy  =0, and let Z, =Z f'l {Ixl+lyl<~}. Then there is a holomorphic map ~r: W,~Z,  
defined by: 
(u,O-,(x,y,z)=(~,u2~,uO;(u,O ~ U, 
(v,¢)-->(x,y,z)=(vzr, r, vr);(v,r)  ~ V.. 
Ir satisfies (i) 7r: W,-C-~Z, -O ,  (ii) It(C)=0. IV, may be "replaced" by Z,. If we set 
X = S - C t.J,, Z,, then X is an analytic surface with an ordinary double point p, and 7r: S ~ X is 
a hoiomorphic mapping ("blow down") satisfying (i) It: S - C --- X - p, (ii) ~'-~(p) = C. 
2 Let B, CCc,.,)be the "¢-balr', B, ={(s,t)llsl~+ltl2<~}. Let t r :B ,~B,  be the analytic 
involution defined by: o': (s, t )~( -s , - t ) .  Let w: B, ~Z,  be the holomorphic mapping defined 
by: w:(s , t )~(x ,y ,z )=(s : , t2 ,  st). w then defines an isomorphism: B, Icr---Z,. Since 
~r: W, -C -~Z, -O ,  we get a two-sheeted covering: A =~r-~ow:B , -O~W,-C .  If we let 
Bz=B,  f'l {s~0} and B2=B,  A {t~:0}, then A may be described by maps A~:B,~U,  and 
A2:B2 --~ V, 
;t,: (s, t)--*(u, ~) = (t/s, s 2) 
A2: (s, t)--* (v, ~) = (sit, t=). 
Let/3, = Qo(B,) = the quadratic ransform of B, with center 0, and let E C/3, be the exceptional 
curve. 
PROPOSITIO~q 1.2. A extends to a holomorphic mapping (still denoted) A : J~, ~ W, which makes 
B, a two-sheeted branched covering of W, with branch locus E. 
Proof. By definition, /~, is the submanifold of B, x P' defined by the equation: sxo = tx, 
where [xo, x,] are homogeneous coordinates on P'. Let s '=  XdXo, t '= Xo/X,. Then/~, may be 
covered by two open sets: 
/.J, = {(s, t') E c'lls 12 + Ist'U 2 < ~}, 
Q,~(s ' , t )  E cZlls'tl' +ltl2 <¢}, 
with the coordinate change given by: 
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t = s t ' ,  S = s ' t ,  s ' t '  = I. 
The desired extension A :/t. ~ W. is given by A,: 0, ~ U., As: I2. ~ V. where: 
A,: is, t')--* (u, ~') = (t', s2), 
X~: (s', t)--, (v, T) = (S', t~). 
We remark that the involution of "sheet interchange" ~r:/~.---,/~. is given by: 
(s,t')-~(-s,t');(s,t') E U. 
Gr: 
(s ' , t )~(s ' , - t ) ; (s ' , t )  ~ ¢',. 
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§2. HOLOMORPHIC 2-FORMS 
PROPOSITION 2.1. There exists a holomorphic 2-form el, n W such that el, ~- 0 at each point of 
W.. Every holomorphic 2-form on W. is of the form fO, where f is a holomorphic function on W.. 
Proof. Set 
q~ = dsr ^  du in U., 
dvAd'r in V.. [] 
PROPOSmOr~ 2.2. Every o,-invariant holomorphic 2-form on B. is induced from a holomorphic 
2-form on W.. 
Proof. Let F be a cr-invariant holomorphic 2-form on /~.. Since /~. -  E is an unramified 
2-sheeted covering of IV. - C, Fla.-E is induced from a holomorphic 2-form on W. - C of the 
form f4) where f is a holomprphic function on W. - C. But since W. - C ~ Z. - 0 and Z. is a 
normal analytic space, f extends to a holomorphic function on Z. ; hence also on W.. Thus F is 
induced from fO. 
It is well known that holomorphic 2-forms are left "invariant" under quadratic transforms. 
This fact combined with Proposition 2.2. Leads to the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. There is a 1-1 correspondence between holomorphic 2-forms on IV. and 
o,-invariant holomorphic 2-forms on B.. 
We have an isomorphism ¢r: W. - C =- Z. - 0. Thus there exists a nowhere zero holomorphic 
2-form • on Z . -0  such that ~= ¢r*~. Recall that Z. CC  3(~.,.z> is defined by: f(x,y,z)= 
z2-xy =0. 
PRoeosmoN 2.4. V = dx ^  dy = dx ^  dz _ dz ^  dy 
2z x y 
Proof. f = z 2 - xy = 0 on Z,. Hence on Z., 
0= d f=-y  dx -x  dy +2z dz 
0 =dx  ^d[=-x  dx ^ dy +2z dx ^ dz 
0=dy  ^ d f=  y dx ^ dy -2z  dz ^ dy 
These equations imply: 
dx^dy_dx^dz  dz^dy 
- -  = on  Z , .  
2z x y 
(i.e. whenever two of the above forms are defined, they are equal). 
Using the formula: ~r: (u, ( )~(x ,  y, z) = (s r, u'(, u() one can easily compute: 
¢r* dx ^  dy = d~" ^  du = ~. [] 
2z 
We wish to recall the adjunction formula. Let W C V be vector spaces over C, and let 
n=d imV,  n - l=d imW.  To each element f E V/W, we may defined a linear mapping 
p~: A" V* ---> A ' - '  W* as follows: Let v E V be a representative of t~, and let l~ : A" V* --* A ' - '  V* 
be the contraction mapping. Thus 
to(v*.., v*) = ~ ( - I )  TM < v*, v > v* ^ . • .^ ~* ^ . • .^ v*. 
i - - I  
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If i: W~V is the inclusion mapping, let i*: V*~W* be the dual map, and let 
A"-Ii*: A"-' V*--,A"-' W*. Then g~ = A"-Ii * o Iv. It is easy to check that go is well defined, i.e. 
go = 0 if v ~ W. Thus 9~ defines an isomorphism: V/W~ Hom(A"V*, A"-' W*) or equivalently: 
A"V*@ VIW-)  A"-'W*. 
Now let P C M be a complex submanifold of codimension 1, dim M = n, dim P = n - 1. Let 
KM = the canonical bundle of M; Kp = the canonical bundle of P; Np = the normal bundle of P 
in M. Applying the above considerations to V = T(M)x, W = T(P)x, we get an isomorphism: 
K,.,I,, ® Np ~ K~ (adjunction formula). 
We wish to extend the adjunction formula to the case where X C Y is an analytic surface 
with ordinary double points, and Y is nonsingular with dim Y = 3. We define the normal bundle 
Nx of X in Y by the condition: Ox(N*)= J / J  2 where J is the ideal sheaf of X in Y. 
If X is nonsingular, this coincides with the usual definition where the isomorphism 
J/,q2:-,Ox(N*) is given by f~df .  
In general, there are two ways of defining the canonical bundle Kx of a normal analytic space 
(c.f. [4]). Let 7r: S ~ X be a resolution, and let X,,, = the set of nonsingular points of X with 
inclusion i: X,,, ~ X. 
Grauert's definition: ~Tx(Kx) = R°w,~s(Ks). 
Grothendieck's definition: Ox(Kx) = R°i.Ox,,(Kx,,.). 
If X has no singularities other than ordinary double points, it follows from Proposition 2.1 
that the two definitions coincide. We wish to define an isomorphism Ky[x ® Nx "~ Kx which 
extends the isomorphism given above on X,,,. Thus let p E X be an ordinary double point. We 
choose a coordinate neighborhood U of p in ¥, such that X N U-~Z is defined by: 
f = z ' -  xy = 0. jr determines a generator df of ~/.~2 over U. Let a/of denote the nowhere-zero 
section of Ox(Nx) over U satisfying (dr, O/Of) = 1. The hoiomorphic 2-form • on W, determines 
a nowwhere-zero section of ~r×(Kx) over Z, still denoted ~. We may define an isomorphism: 
Ky Ix ® Nx ~ Kx on Z, in such a way that dx ^  dy ^  dz ® (0 for)-* ¢P. It suffices to prove that this 
isomorphism extends the isomorphism of the adjunction formula on Z, -0 .  
LEMMA 2.5. Under the isomorphism of the ud/unction formula on Z, - O, we have 
dx Ady Adz @(O/Of)--* ~. 
Proof. It suffices to show that the image of dx^dyAdz®(O/Of) coincides with qs on 
Z, N {y+0}. Since df=-y  dx -xdy+2zdz  and O/Of is determined by (df,(O/Of))= 1, it 
follows that O/Of may be represented on Z, N {y+0} by: (l/y)(dlOx). The contraction of 
(l/y)(Oldx) with dx Ady Adz is equal to (dy ^ dz)/y = • by Proposition 2.4. 
THEOREM 2.6. (adjunction formula). Let X be an analytic surface with no singularities other 
than ordinary double points. Let X C Y, where Y is nonsingular, dim Y = 3. Then 
Kv[x ® Nx -~ Kx. 
It is clear that Ks = ~r*Kx. Let i: X ~ Y be the inclusion mapping and let w = i • ~": S ~ Y. 
COROLLARY 2.7. Ks --- oJ*Kv® zr*Nx. 
§3. HOLOMORPHIC 1-FORMS 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Every (r-invariant holomorphic 1-form on 10, is induced from a holomorphic 
1-form on (/,. 
Proof. Let 0 be a (r-invariant holomorphic l-form on /~,. On 0", C/~,, 4, has the form: 
0 = a(s, t') ds + b(s, t') dt'. The o--invariance of 0 is equivalent to: 
a(s, t') = -a( -s ,  t'), 
b(s, t') = b(-s, t'), 
or equivalently: 
a(s, t') = 2sa(s 2, t'), 
b(s, t') = b(s ~, t'), 
where d and /~ are holomorphic functions. 
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The restriction of a to /J is given by At : (s , t ' )~(u,~)=(t ' , s2) .  Thus, if ~, = 
~(~', u) d~'+ 6(~', u)du then ~b = A*~t. Similarly we may construct a hoiomorphic l-form 62 on 
V, sucy that qJ = A'4~2. On /3, f3 V,, we have A*~b, = A*d~2; thus ~bt = ¢b2 on U, f3 V, and 
defines a holomorphic 1-form ~b on W, = U, tO V, such that )t *~b = ~b. [] 
It is well known that holomorphic l-forms are left invariant by quadratic transformations. 
This fact combined with Proposition 3.1 leads to the following proposition: 
PRoPosmos 3.2. There is a 1-1 correspondence between holomorphic 1-forms on W, and 
tr-invariant holomorphic l-forms on B,. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Every holomorphic l-form on W,-C extends to a holomorphic l-form on W,. 
Proof. Let 4~ be a holomorphic 1-form on W, - C. Then ~b induces a tr-invariant holomorphic 
1-form 0 on B , -0 .  0 extends to a tr-invariant holomorphic l-form ~ on B, by Hartog's 
theorem. By Proposition 3.2 ~ determines a holomorphic 1-form on W, which clearly extends ~b. 
By Proposition 3.2, every holomorphic l-form on IV, corresponds to a holomorphic l-form on 
/3, of the form a(s , t )ds  +b(s , t )d t  where: 
a( -s , - t )  = -a(s ,  t), 
b( -s , - t )=-b(s , t ) .  
These conditions mean that in the power series expansion of a (s, t) and b (s, t), only terms of odd 
degree occur. 
We have the mapping to : B, ~ Z, C 3 Cc~.y.z~ given by: 
to: (s, t)-~(x, y, z) = (s 2, t 2, st). 
3 If ~: is a holomorphic l-form on C(x.,.,~, then to*~ is a tr-invariant holomorphic l-form on B,. Let 
H = the space of ~r-invariant holomorphic l-forms on B,, and let K C H denote the subspace of 
forms of the type to*~:. We may define a linear mapping d: H- - ,C  as follows: if d~ E H, 
¢k = a(s, t) ds + b(s, t) dt, then d(~b) = d~b(0, ) = [(0a/0t) - ( 0b/Os)],.,,=~o.o,. 
TaEOREra 3.4. K = kernel d. 
Proof. Let ~ = ti dx +/~ dy + ,~ dz where ~,/~, ~ are holomorphic functions of (x, y, z). Then 
to*~ = 2sa ds + 2t[3 dt + t~/ds + s3, dt where a = ~ • to, [3=/3 • to, 3' = '~ • to are ~r-invariant 
holomorphic functions of s, t. Thus to*~ = (2sa + t3') ds + (2t[3 + sT) dt so: 
d(to * ~) = [-~(2sa + t3,)--f-s (2t[3 + s ,  )](o.o = O. 
Thus K C kernel d. 
Conversely, assume that ~b =a ds+b dt is ~r-invariant and d(d)=0.  We need to find 
cr-invariant holomorphic functions a, [3, 3' such that: 
a = 2sa + t3", 
b = 2t[3 + sy. 
We may write: 
a(s, t) = ta,(t) + sa2(s, t), 
b(s, t) = sb,(s) + tbz(s, t). 
Our assumption d(~b) = 0 implies that a,(0) = b~(0). We obtain the desired results by setting: 
2a = a2(s, t) - t b,(s) - bt(O), 
$ 
at ( t ) -  at(O) 2[3 = b2(s, t) - s 
t 
3'= at ( t )+ b,(s ) - a,(O). [] 
COROLLARY 3.5. dim H/K = 1. 
Proof. By the theorem, dim H/K -< 1. A non-zero element of H/K is represented by the form 
t ds. 
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We have identified the space H with the space of holomorphic l-forms on W,. The map 
d: H~C may be described directly in terms of holomorphic l-forms on W, as follows: 
Let ¢ be the nowhere zero hoiomorphic 2-form on IV, described in §2. Let ~b be a 
holomorphic l-form on I4I,. Then dO = g¢  where g is a holomorphic function on I4,',. Since 
C C W, is compact, g is constant on C and assumes the value g(C). 
THEOREM 3.6. d(~0)=-2g(C).  
Proof. Let P:/~o ~B,  be the blowing down map, A:/~, ~ W, the map described in §1. Then 
A *qb = P*(2ds ^  dt). In fact, in the coordinate chart U,, 
A : (s, t ' )o(u,  () = (t', s2), 
P: (s, t')-->(s, t) = (s, st'). 
Then a *q~ = A *(d~" ^ du) = 2s ds ^ dt ' ,  
P*(2 ds ^  dt) = 2s ds ^  dt'. 
If ~b' is a holomorphic 1-form on/3,, ~O'= a(s,t )ds +b(s,t)dt,  then 
d~b,=(~_o~b) (dt^ds)  = l [Oa Ob,..~ - ~-~-  ~s)tZUS ^ dt). 
If ~b is the corresponding holomorphic l-form on IV., then d~b=gdp where 
l(Oa ab~ g oA 
It follows that 
g(C) = - ~ \~-  - ~ss/(o.o," [] 
Let X be an analytic surface with no singularities other than ordinary double points 
{Pl . . . . .  p,,}, and let rr: S~X be a resolution. Let fix t be the sheaf of germs of K~ihler 
differentials on X. Then Theorem 3.4 can be rephrased as follows: 
TaEOREM 3.7. There exists an exact sequence o1: sheaves on X: 
0",  fix* "~ zr.f ls '  ~d, , ZC,, -~0. 
Let l]x~(K) = l'lx ~ ® Ox(Kx) and I~st(K) = l'ls' ® Us(Ks). Tensoring the above sequence with 
Ox(Kx) = or.Us(Ks), we get the following exact sequence which will be used in this paper. 
COROLLARY 3.8. 
0~ flx~(K) ~ rr.f ls,(K) ~a, ~ ECp, -~0. 
Now let Y be a nonsingular complex analytic manifold, dim Y = 3. Let X be a complex 
surface with no singularities other than ordinary double points {p, . . . . .  p,. }, and let i: X ~ Y be 
an imbedding. Let zr: S~X be a minimal resolution, and let C~ = ¢r-'(p~). Let oJ = i * ~r: S~ Y. 
Let J = the ideal sheaf of X in Y. Let C = EC~, and set ~(C) = ~ ® Us(C) where ~ is any sheaf 
on S. 
THEOREM 3.9. There exists a 4-term exact sequence o/sheaves on S: 
(*) 0 -> ~'*(.#/5 2)(C) ~ o~ *fly' --, fl~' -> I~[-,-o 0. 
Proof Notice that on S - UG -- X -  Up, the sequence (*) reduces to the obvious: 
(**) O-~ j / j2 -> i*fly' ~x'-->O. 
Thus it suffices to prove that (**) extends to (*) in a neighborhood I4'. of each exceptional curve 
G C S. We will use the local coordinates introduced in §1. w*l~y' has the free generators dx, dy, 
dz in W.. ~r*(~¢/~') has a free generator s in W, represented by the class of [=  z~-xy. The 
image of s in ~o*fL,' is 
(( -u2 dx -dy  + 2u dz) inU. 
d[=-ydx-xdy+2zdz=r( -dx -v2dy+2vdz)  in V," 
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7r*(J/.a:)(C) has the generator sl( in U, and the generator s/r in 
,r*(,~/dt2)(C)--> to*fl)/ is given by 
S $ - -V: '  --->-u2dx-dy+2udz, - - ) -dx  dy+2vdz, r 
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which is an extension of ,~/jz__, i*lav'. The mapping to*t'~v'--, fls' is given by the following 
equations: 
dx--) ds r, in U., 
v2dz+2vrdv, inV,, 
dy u~ d( + 2u~ dsu, inU., 
dr, in V,, 
u d~" + g" du, in U, 
dz~ 
v dl"+rdv,  inV, 
The above equations imply that the image of to*fl ~,' in fls' is precisely the kernel of f s '  ~ f~:,. 
COROLLARY 3.10. We have the exact sequence: 
0 ~ es (to *Kv)(C) --> to*lay' ® es (K) --, Xflc, --> O. 
Proo[. The corollary follows from tensoring the exact sequence of Theorem 3.9 with 
~?s(K) = rr*tTx(K) and using the adjunction formula or Corollary 2.7. 
§4. INFINITESIMAL DEFORMATIONS 
Let S be a compact nonsingular complex analytic surface, and let C C S be a nodal curve on 
S. Let @s = the sheaf of germs of holomorphic vector fields on S; Arc = the sheaf of germs of 
sections of the normal bundle of C in S. There is an obvious surjective mapping @s ~.Arc. Let 
@~ be the kernel so that we have an exact sequence: 
(*) 0~®~--'Os "-'Xc --,0. 
@~ = the sheaf of germs of holomorphic vector fields on S tangent to C. Since C ~ = -2, we have 
.N'c = tec(-2) and dim H~(C, .h/c) = 1.
THEOREM 4.1. The map H~(S, @s)-~ H'(C, .Arc) is sur]ective. 
Proof We have an exact sequence: 
H' ($ ,  Os) --, n ' (c ,  .,V'c) --, n ' (s ,  O's) --, H~(S, Os) - ,  O. 
It suffices to prove that the map H'(S, @J;)--* H2(S, ®s) is an isomorphism. Let @s(-C) = the 
sheaf of germs of holomorphic vector fields on S which vanish on C. We have a short exact 
sequence: 0~Os( -C)o@~0,  where 6e is a sheaf with support on C. It follows that: 
H'(S, ®s(-C) )~ H2(S, O's) is a surjection, and the composition: H2(S, ®s(-C))->H'(S, ®s) is a 
surjection. Thus it suffices to prove that r: H2(S, ®s (-C))~ H2(S, @s) is an injection. By Serre 
duality,, the dual mapping is given by: 
'r: n°(s, lqs'(K)) ~ n°(s, fls'(K)(C)), 
where H°(S, f~st(K)(C)) may be identified with the meromorphic sections of fist(K) which have 
"at worst" a simple pole at C. Let ~ ~ H°(S, fls'(K)(C)). Then in the neighborhood IV, of C in 
S, ~ may be written in the form: ~ = to ®~ (c.f. §1) where ¢ is a nowhere-zero holomorphic 
2-form on IV, and to is a meromorphic l-form on IV, which is hoiomorphic on W, -  C. By 
Corollary 3.3, to is holomorphic on I4/,. Therefore ~: is in H°(S, fls'(K)), i.e., 'r is surjective. Then 
r is injective, hence an isomorphism. 
Remarks. Let H* be "local cohomology with support in C". Burns and Wahl[2] have proved 
that dim Hc'(S, @s) = l and the natural mapping: Hc'(S, Os)~ H'(S, ®s) is an injection. Notice 
that the injectivity is equivalent to the statement that every holomorphic vector field on IV, - C 
extends to a holomorphic vector field on W,. This statement is equivalent to our Corollary 3.3, on 
the extension of holomorphic l-forms since the nowhere-zero holomorphic 2-form ¢ on IV, 
determines an isomorphism between fit and O. We will show that the composition: 
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Hc'(S, Os)--,H'(C, ./fc) is an isomorphism, thus providing a canonical splitting of both maps 
He'(S, Os)--, H'( S, Os ) and H'( S, Os)--, H'( C, Xc). 
We will use the local coordinates of § 1 in the neighborhood W. of C in S. Let U = C N U., 
v=cnv . .  
LEMMA 4.2. Using the covering {U, V}of C, a nonzero element of H'(C, A'c) is represented by
the Cech cocycle: 
1 0 
OU.V ~- - - -  u a~ 
Proof. With respect o the Stein covering {U, V}, every 1-cocycle may be represented by a 
Laurent series 
Each O-cochain has the form ~ = (~u, ~,v), where ~e and ~'v have power series representations: 
\.~o l 0~" \.~o l at" 
A typical coboundary is then of the form: 
_-(., 
+~ 
It follows that the "residue mapping": pu.v = ( 2 a,u')(a/O()--> a-t induces an isomorphism: 
H'(C,W~)~C. "--® [] 
We wish to represent the cohomology class of Ou.v by a "Dolbeault cocycle", i.e. a J-closed 
(0, 1)-form with coefficients in the normal bundle of C. Let p(t), t>-O, be a C'-function 
satisfying: 
(i) p(t)  = O, 0 <- t <-- 1, 
(ii) p(t) = 1, t >- 2, 
(iii) p'(t) -> 0. 
I 
I 2 I 2 
p'(t) 
p(t )  
FIG. I. 
Consider the Dolbeault cocycle 
= p ' ( lu l  d (ala¢). 
LEMMA 4.3. /~ represents the cohomology class of -Ov.v. In particular, the cohomology class 
orris 
Proof. 
v = ( l - c / )  0~" 
Remark. The expression: 
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Then ~, corresponds to the Cech cocycle: 
p(lul 2) - 1 ~_  p(lu 12) ~ = _ _1~ = -at,.,,. I-I 
We wish to find a Dolbeault representative t, of a cohomology class in H'(S, Os) such that 
under the mapping Ht(S, Os)-, H'(C, Xc), the class of o is mapped to the class of ~. We shall 
construct o as a 0"-closed "vector (0, D-form" with compact support in IV.. In §1, we defined the 
C" function h on I4:. where 
h--(l+lulbl 'l on U,, 
( l+ lv l ' )N  on v.. 
Let n be the C'-function defined on I4:, by: rl(x) = p(3h(x)/e), x E W,. ~ satisfies: (i) rl -- 0 if 
x E W.~3, (ii) 71 - 1 if x ~ W2,/3. Let ti be the vector (0, 1) form on W, defined by: 
p ' ( lu lbda~ on U., 
/,~ m t -2 
,It:,! , . : .  on . 
Let y be the C®-vector field on W.; 
f ¢o([ulb o I o \  ,, 
1 o + t o on 
l v " 
satisfies: (i) - / -  0 in W,/3, (ii) fly =/2 outside of W2,/3. Finally set: o =/2 -  0"y. 
THEO~M 4,4. The vector (0, D-form 0 dejines an element 0 E Ht(S, Os) such that 0 is mapped 
to a non-zero element o/ H~(C, ~/'c). 
COROLLARY 4.5. Hc'(S, Os) ~ H'(C, .#'c). 
Proof. It suffices to show that 0 E image Hc'(S, Os) or equivalently 0 E 
kernel: Ht(S, Os)-~H~(S- C, Os). On S-  C, we have: 
1 a ) ]  (wherep=p(lu,2)). i--1 
2~ au 
pa  I0  
"y, = 
u a~ 2~ ou 
defines a vector field on W, with "distribution coefficients." Moreover, on I4:,- C, we have 
c~-/j =/2. Thus t i -  Oy, defines a vector (0, 1)-form with "distribution coefficients" and with 
support in C. ti -ff3't defines a non-zero cohomology class in Hc'(S, Os). 
§5. THE PRIMARY OBSTRUCTION [0, 0] 
We recall some concepts on deformations of complex manifolds[7]. Let M be a compact 
complex analytic manifold, and let ~r :m~B be a family of compact complex manifolds, 
M=zr-*(0), OEB. There is a Kodaira-Spencer map )t: T(B)o--,H'(M, OM). An element 
0 EH'(M, eM) is said to be unobstructed if there is a family ~r: m- ,B as above with B 
nonsingular such that 0 E image A. M is said to be unobstructed if every element of H~(M, ®M) 
is unobstructed. This condition is equivalent o: there exists a family ~r: m~B with B 
nonsingular such that A(T(B)o)--HI(M, eM). 
The bracket operation on hoiomorphic vector fields gives a mapping of sheaves 
0,~ x Ou --' O~,, which induces a "cup-product" H p (M, OM) x Hq(M, OM)~ HP+q(M, Ou). If 
0 E H'(M, O~,), then [0, O] E H2(M, Ou) is called the primary obstruction of 0. If [0, 01 + 0, 
then 0 is obstructed. 
The bracket operation may be described in terms of Dolbeault cohomology as follows (c.f. 
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[7], page 152): given a vector (o,p) form a and a vector (o, q) form/3, we may describe a and/3 
locally in the form: a = Xa,(OIOz,), f3 = Xf3,(OIOz,), where (z, . . . . .  z.) are local coordinates; the a, 
are (o, p) forms, and the/3, are (o, q) forms. We define 
[m/3]=~(nq^x'd--d/3i'}-:--0 +( l ) 'q+tX( /3 i  a z, ' ] a zi
dZ~ / dZi 
where (d/Ozj)/3j is the (o, q)-form obtained by differentiating the coefficients of/3~. This bracket 
operation on forms satisfies: 
(i) [a,/3] is bilinear (over C), 
(i i) [a , /3 ]  = ( -1 ) "+ ' | /3 ,  a], 
(iii) if[a,/3] = [Oct,/3] + (-1)~[a, O/3]. 
We return now to our surface S with C C S a nodal curve. In Theorem 4.4 we described a
cohomology class # E H'(S, Os), where 0 is represented by the vector (0, l)-form v. By Serre 
duality, the primary obstruction [0, 0] E H:($,Os)  determines a linear mapping 
a: H°(S, flst(K))~C. The purpose of this section and the main theorem of this paper is a 
description of the mapping a. Notice that ¢x is determined by C C S up to a non-zero 
multiplicative constant. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let F E H°(S, fls'(K)). In a neighborhood IV. of C in S, F may be written 
F = oJ ® ~, where o is a holomorphic 1-form on W,, and do is a nowhere-zero holomorphic 
2-form on W.. Then do = gdo where g is a holomorphic [unction on W.. Then a(F) = cg(C) where 
c ~- 0 is a is a constant independent o[ t 7, and g(C) = the value o[ g on C. 
Proof. In U,, F may be written in the form: F = (a(u, ~) d~ + b(u, ~) du) d~ ^ du and [v, v] 
may be written in the form: [v, v] = v~(010~)+ v,(OlOu), where v, and v2 are (0,2)-forms. By 
Serre duality the pairing a(F) = (F, [v, v]) is given by: 
(F,[v,v])= fu " a( ( ,u)d~adu^v,  + (au. b(( ,u)d(Adu^vz.  
Notice that in W.m v = t2 = p' da(OIO(). It follows that [v, v] = 0 in W.t3. Moreover since v -= 0 
outside of W2.m we have also [v, v] = 0 outside of W2.~. It follows that the integrals above need 
only be taken over the set: 
D = W2,,~ - W,,, = {(~/3) --< (1 + lu [')[srl-< (2~/3)}. 
On the set D we have 
Then 
0"[ (p  0 1 ~U)]=ff( l__r / )y l .  V= (1-77) 0s r 2( 
( 0 0) 
[v, u] = [fro - "0)~'1, c~(1 - r/)3,1] = c~[(1 - "0)~',, 0"(I - r/)3,,] = c~ FI, ~-~+ FI2~- , 
where Fit and II~ are (0, 1)-forms uch that 0"II, = v~, 0"FI2 = vs. By Stokes' formula, 
(F, [v, v]) = fo (a d~" A du ^  v, + b d~r ^  du ^  v2) 
=fo d(a d~'Adu aI I ,+ b d(Adu  ^ IIz) 
=fao (a d~" ^ du ^ I l t+b d~r ^du ^II:), 
where 0D = {(1 + [u[2)[~'[ = (2~/3)} tO {(1 + lu [~)l~rl = (~13)}. Since 
{(l + lul )l¢l = (2,/3)}, 
(F, [v, v]) = - fh =c.m (a d~ r A du ^  1-I, + b d~" ^  du A [I2). 
1- 'O-=0 on 
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Again since n - 0 on {h -< (~/3)}, to compute II, and 1I2 on {h = (el3)}, it suffices to compute: 
1 ~ t / lOp._  O +p ._ O\ 
z \ u~ of f Ou/ 
where O =O([u[') and O '= o'([ur). Thus 
-2(F, [,, v])= f f (a((, u)p"lulZ÷ b(~)p')  d( ^ du ^da ~u 
a u 2 
P l I a(r.,U)d.]du +f  ,ffb(/Lu)dr ] 
(The integral inside the bracket is taken over l~'l = el(l + lu[2)). By Cauchy's formula 
=2 i{f°"lul'a'O'U)du^da+f°'b"O'u)du^da} 
We recall the volume form of Cauchy's theorem: Let z = re '°, f(z) is a holomorphic function 
and g(r) a function of r alone. 
I f(z)g(r)dz d2= -4.n-if(0) / g(r)r dr, 
ff(Z)gz(r)dzd~.=-4rrif'(O)fg(r)rdr. 
Thus, applying Cauchy's formula, 
412(F,[v, v]) O0_~(u O,O) f o,,(r,)r, d r Ob = f p'(r2)r dr. 
Making the substitution x = r ~ and integrating by parts, we get 
f p"(r2)r3 dr =-~, f p'(r')r dr = ~, 
- 2/Oa Ob \ 
We wish to describe other forms of the above theorem. Let X be a surface with no 
singularities other than ordinary double points {p, . . . . .  p,,}, and let ~r: S~X be a minimal 
resolution with C~ = zr-'(p~). Let 0~ ~ Ht(S, Os) be a non-zero element i  the image of 
H~,(S, Os) and let a,: H°(S, f ls'(K))~C be the linear map corresponding to [0, 0,] by Serre 
duality. In Corollary 3.8, we described an exact sequence of sheaves on X: 
0-*lqx'(K) zr,lls'(K) ~' -~ ~ ~ C,, ~ O. 
Using Theorem 5.1 and the description f the maps d. we get the following theorem: 
THEORFM 5.2. There is an exact sequence: 
0--, H°(X, flx'(K)) " * H°(S, lls (K)) ~ ~ C~,. 
COROLLARY 5.3. If S is unobstructed, then ~-*: H°(X, I~x'(K))-~H°(S, 12s~(K)) is surjective. 
Let .~ be a compact nonsingular surface and let ~r: S-~ S be a holomorphic involution with 
isolated fixed points ~,  . . . . .  /~,~ }.Then the quotient surface S = ,~hr is a normal analytic surface 
with ordinary double points {p, . . . . .  pm }, p~ = ff~/o-. Let ~r: S-~ X be a minimal resolution with 
G = ~r-'(p,). Let H°(.~, I~(K)y = the ~r-invariant subspace of H°(S, f~(K)). 
PROPOSITION 5.4. H°(S, fls'(K)) -- H°(S, fI~'(K))L 
Proof. This follows from Propositions 2.3 and 3.2. [] 
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Hc,(S, Os) and let Let 0, E H~(S, Os) be a non-zero element in the image of ' 
a,: H°(S, f l s ' (K ) )~C be the linear map determined by [0,, 0,]. Let ( E H°(S, ~s'(K)) and let 
~ H°(S, ~(K) ) "  be the corresponding element. Choose local coordinates (z, w) on ,~ with 
center at /~, such that 0, is defined locally by: 0": (z, w)~( -z , -w) .  ~ is given locally by: 
= (a(z, w) dz + b(z, w) dw) dz ^  dw. 
[ Oa Ob\ 
THEOREM 5.5. ct~(~)= C~ow---~OZ]~o.o,, where c +-0 is independent of ~. 
Proof. The theorem follows from Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 3.6. 
§6. APPLICATIONS AND EXAMPLES 
1. Let A, and A: be compact Riemann surfaces of genera g, and g2 respectively. Let 
{P'I . . . . .  p~,,,,} C A1, {p'~ . . . . .  p~,,~} C A2, m,, m2>0.  Let lr,: R~-,A, be a 2-sheeted branched 
covering brached over {p', . . . . .  p~,.,}, and let tr~:R~-->R, be the involution of "sheet 
interchange." Similarly, let ~r2:R2 ~ A2 be a 2-sheeted covering branched over {p'~ . . . . .  p ~,,,} with 
involution 0,2: R2-->R2. Let 0, = 0"~ x 0"2 be the involution on R, x R2 where 0"(z, w)= (o's(z), 
0,2(w)). Set X = R, x Rd0". Clearly 0" has 4re,m2 isolated fixed points rr,-'(p',) × 7r2-'(p';), and X 
has 4re,m2 corresponding ordinary double points p,j. Let lr: S~ X be the minimal resolution, 
and let C,j = rr-'(p~i). S can be shown to have the following numerical characters: 
c, 2 = 4(2g, - 2 + m,)(2g2 - 2 + m2), 
c2 = 2(2gt -2+ m,)(2g2- 2 + m2)+6m,m2, 
pg = gtg2 + (g~ - l + m ~)(g2 - 1 + m2), 
q=g,+g2 
LEMMA 6.1. If g~ = O, m~ = 1 or if g2 = O, m2 = l, then S is birationally equivalent to a ruled 
surface. 
Proof. Assume e.g. that gt = 0, m, = 1. Then R, = P' .  The ruling on S is given by the obvious 
projection S ~ Ae. [] 
Remark. In general, the projection S ~ A: (or A,) makes S a "fibred surface" for which the 
generic fibre is = Rt (or Re) but where S contains a finite number of "degenerate fibres." 
To exclude the case where S is birationally equivalent o a ruled surface, we will make the 
assumption: (g, +mt  - l)(g2 + m2 - 1) > 0. 
THEOREM 6.2. Assume that (g~ +mr-1)(g:+ me-1)>0.  Assume moreover that g~ >0 or 
g2 > 0 (i.e. q > 0). Then S is obstructed. 
Proof. By Proposition 5.4, H°(S, ~s'(K)) may be identified with H°(R, × R2, I~,×R2(K))L Let 
K, = KR,. We have the decomposition: 
H°(R, ® Re, IP(K)) = H°(R,, K~ e) ~)H°(Re, K2)(~ H°(R,, Kt )® H°(R2, K22). 
The involution 0", on R, induces involutions on H°(R,  K,) and H°(R, K,2). We may write: 
H°(R, K,) = H°(R,, K , ) *~ H°(R,, K,)-, 
H°(R,, K, 2) = H°(R,, K,2) ÷ t~ H°(R,, K,:)-, 
(decomposition i to _1 eigenspaces of 0",). We get the following decomposition: 
H°(R~ x R2, fP(K))" = H°(R,, K,e)* ® H°(R,, Kz) ÷ 
0) H°(R, K,e)- ® H°(R2, K2)- 
n°(R ,  K,) ÷ ® H°(R2, K..:) • 
H°(R, K,)- ® H°(R2, K..:)-. 
Moreover we have the following identifications: 
H°(R. K,) ÷ ~ H°(A,, Ka,), 
H°(R,, K,2) + - H°(A, K~, + 2p *) 
(* = 'or" )  
Assume now that g2 > O. Then there exists a holomorphic I-form ,b on A,. such that f(p'~ + 0 and 


